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Learning Objectives





Learn how to simplify a model by removing small features.
Learn how to simplify a system by replacing components with simple primitives.
Learn how to adjust a model by direct-editing existing features.
Learn how to repair a model by healing damaged surfaces.

Description
In this class, we will use SimStudio Tools to change models from fully detailed, production-ready
components to models that are suitable for analysis in Autodesk CFD software, Simulation
Mechanical software, or Moldflow software. Production models are more finely detailed than
needed for simulation analysis. This leads to either long analysis run times due to high element
counts, large effort put into remodeling designs into simpler forms, or often both. And that is if
they run at all!
We will use SimStudio Tools to simplify an existing circuit board and enclosure design for use in
an Autodesk CFD software airflow and cooling analysis. We will then use SimStudio Tools to
adjust the enclosure geometry for improved cooling. This session features SimStudio and CFD.

Your AU Expert
Jim Swain is an Applications Consultant with Synergis Technologies LLC, an Autodesk Reseller
in Pennsylvania. He has over 30 years of engineering and CAD experience, including working in
the consumer electronics and automotive industries as a design engineer, a test engineer, and
a CAD administrator.
For the last 19 years he has been an applications consultant, project manager, solutions
engineer, and trainer with Synergis. He has also taught college-level design classes in plastics
design. Jim is an AutoCAD and Inventor Certified Professional.
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Getting Ready for a Simulation
There are two large challenges you may encounter come up before a simulation is ever started:
 Getting the initial model(s) for the simulation.
 Prepping the models for meshing.
Good news - SimStudio is designed to help with both of these challenges.

SIMSTUDIO

SIMSTUDIO TOOLBAR

Importing Models
Let’s assume you’ve been able to locate 3D models of the components you need. These
models could be from a variety of sources, such as in-house development, manufacturer’s
websites and engineering sharing sites. SimStudio will open files from many common 3D CAD
formats. These formats include: ProE, NX, SolidWorks, STEP, Rhino and STL. The model I am
using for this class is a combination of components I’ve modeled natively in Inventor and ones I
downloaded from manufacturer’s websites.
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AVAILABLE FILE FORMATS IN SIMSTUDIO

When you first open the model it is checked for problems, per the settings in the Preferences
dialog box:

MODEL IMPORT SETTINGS

The default setting is for SimStudio to check for issues, such as faces that are only small slivers
and improperly intersecting surfaces. If it finds issues it will try to repair the issues, then stitch
adjoining surfaces, and finally create components from bodies (a la Fusion).
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Repairing Models

ISSUES FOUND DURING IMPORT

On this model several issues were found that couldn’t be fixed during the import, so the model is
automatically shown in the Repair environment. This allows you to decide how you want to
manually repair the model. Techniques that might be used here include using the Find and Fix
and the Auto Fix tools, set to a looser tolerance level than the default value, or deleting problem
surfaces and creating replacements ones.

HIGHLIGHTING AN ISSUE IN THE REPAIR ENVIRONMENT
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THE FIND AND FIX TOOL

THE AUTO FIX TOOL

Don’t forget that the issue may be ignored if you are planning to replace the body with a simple
primitive anyway!
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Repair a model by healing damaged surfaces.
Here is the the lower body of the enclosure. I’ve isolated it to focus on fixing the inset face. This
face is inset by about 0.001” (0.025mm) from the adjacent faces.

FACE TO BE FIXED

One technique to clean up this slight offset is to pull the inset face to be flush with the rest of the
wall. The Press/Pull command’s Measure options have several choices that could be useful in
this case:
 Directly type in the desired offset value, if you know it.
 Use the Measure option to determine the distance from the perpendicular edge.
 Use the Re-anchor option to select the desired surface and enter 0 for the distance for
the offset from that surface.

PRESS/PULL TOOL AND THE DISTANCE OPTIONS
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RE-ANCHOR OPTION
(ARROW INDICATES PERPENDICULAR FACE.)

You might have a more complex problem, such as a face may be missing or an existing face
may be distorted. The easiest method may be to delete the problem surfaces, then add new
surfaces to close the openings. You may also be able to extend other existing surfaces to repair
the model. The Gap Fill tool can be useful in both of these situations.

GAP FILL TOOL
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GAP FILL TOOL AND GAP FILL, NATURAL EXTEND TYPE

First I used the Gap Fill > Extend two faces tool, with the Natural option to close off the larger
portion of the opening. This left a small opening along the top. To finish the cleanup I used the
Gap Fill > Patch tool, with the Chain option. The body then automatically converted to a solid.

GAP FILL > PATCH

RESULTING SOLID BODY
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Preparing the Model for Simulation
After the model has been imported, and healed as needed, it’s time to prep it for the analysis. I
find it useful to switch to the default Browser for this work.

BROWSER TOGGLE BUTTON

REPAIR BROWSER VS DEFAULT BROWSER

Simplifying the Model
The level of detail you need for a simulation will depend on the type of simulation and the level
of detail or the results desired. For example, a preliminary cooling analysis for an electronics
enclosure won’t typically need all the intricate details of the various components.
Representational models may be good enough to airflow and temperature gradients during the
development phase of a design. Fewer faces means fewer elements will be needed, and the
analysis will solve faster. A detailed stress analysis may need a much finer level of detail.

MODEL, BEFORE AND AFTER SIMPLIFICATION
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To get a feel for how much a given model can be simplified let’s take a look at some statistics
that SimStudio can display. These are shown by right-clicking on the top node in the default
browser.

DISPLAYING THE MODEL PROPERTIES

Here are the statistics for my example model, before and after simplifying components:

MODEL PROPERTIES: BEFORE SIMPLIFICATION AND AFTER

The Simplify Tools

THE SIMPLIFY TOOLS
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Removing Features

REMOVE FEATURES

The Remove Features tool is useful for getting rid of miscellaneous chamfers and fillets. You
can also use it to delete unnecessary holes in a circuit board after the component leads have
been removed.

BEFORE AND AFTER REMOVING FEATURES








Select the desired bodies.
Select any additional features with the Manual features button.
Check or uncheck the types of features to be considered for deletion.
A preview of qualifying features will be displayed.
Adjust the size filter as necessary.
Use the Delete button to remove the features.

Removing Faces

REMOVE FACES
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Another way to remove unwanted detail is to remove selected faces from the bodies. SimStudio
will then try to heal the solid body as the faces are deleted. Here I used the Remove Faces tool
is used to delete the embossed text on an electronic component.

TEXT SELECTED ON CPU

423 FACES REMOVED FROM CPU





Select the desired faces. Be aware that Select Through is on by default.
A preview of qualifying features will be displayed.
Use the Delete button to remove the features.

Replacing Components with Simple Primitives

REPLACING COMPONENTS WITH PRIMITIVES
(NOTE: THIS TOOL ISN’T SHOWN ON THE TOOLBAR BY DEFAULT.)
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REPLACING COMPONENTS WITH PRIMITIVES – BOXES AND CYLINDERS

The Replace with Primitives tool will create either a rectangular box, or a cylindrical body, or a
sphere that encloses the component’s existing body. You can adjust the final size of the box or
cylinder by either dragging the arrows or entering values directly into the dialog box. The choice
to replace all instances of a given component is on by default.




Select the desired components.
A preview of the resulting primitive will be displayed.
Adjust the size of the primitive as needed.

After the tool has been used the component’s original body is suppressed, and the new body is
listed in the Browser.

EXPANDED BROWSER NODE FOR SIMPLIFIED COMPONENT

Finding and Removing Interferences

PRIMITIVE INTERFERING WITH THE CIRCUIT BOARD
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For the electronic components in my example the new primitives extend down into the circuit
board. I fixed this with the Interference tool.

RUNNING THE INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS

THE INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS RESULTS

EXAMPLE PRIMITIVE BEFORE AND AFTER CUTTING





Select the desired components. The entire model can be selected, if desired.
Compute the interferences.
Select which body should be cut to eliminate the interference.
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Finding Internal Volumes
For some specific simulations the only geometry you may need is the internal volume of your
design. CFD has tools to create an internal volume, but that volume can’t be tweaked after it is
created. In order to investigate possible improvements to a design you would need to change
the original CAD model, then re-import it into CFD. With the tools in SimStudio you can adjust
the internal volume body after it was created, allowing alternative designs to be studied.

ORIGINAL PART

To create an internal volume surface patches as needed to cap any openings into the internal
volume.

CREATING THE PATCHING SURFACE
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TWO PATCHES CREATED




Start the Fluid Volume tool.
Select the existing component and the capping surfaces.

FLUID VOLUME TOOL





Choose the Internal option.
Select the components and the capping surfaces. Once enough bodies and patches are
selected to form a water-tight volume the OK option will become available.
Rename the resulting component, if desired.
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COMPONENT AND SURFACES SELECTED

RESULTING INTERNAL VOLUME

The Split Result option can be used to create co-planar surfaces as individual surfaces rather
than having them joined into a single surface.

Tweaking SimStudio
You can tweak SimStudio in several ways. One way is to adjust the system preferences. These
adjustments might include the default units and precision, and auto-stitching when importing
files. Another tweak is to change the toolbar to include frequently used tools and to remove
other tools.

Setting Options for SimStudio

ACCESSING THE PREFERENCES
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Adding and Removing Tools from the Toolbar

ADDING AND REMOVING TOOLS TO TOOLBAR

A very simple tweak is to add tools from the toolbar. You do this by clicking on the drop down
arrow for the desired section of the toolbar and choosing the right/up arrow to the right of the
desired tool.
To remove tools from the toolbar you also go to the drop-down list, and this time you click on the
X next to the desired tool.

Other SimStudio Resources
Autodesk Simulation Blog
SimStudio Tools to the Rescue: Repairing Problematic CAD Geometry
http://forums.autodesk.com/t5/simulation-blog/simstudio-tools-to-the-rescue-repairingproblematic-cad-geometry/ba-p/6207058

Autodesk Knowledge Network
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/
Search for SimStudio

YouTube
Repairing Problematic CAD Geometry – Autodesk Channel
Search for SimStudio
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